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STICKY FINGERS;
BEWARE THE C.A.A.
Students are reminded that anyone other than
athletes are not permitted to have or to wear a jersey, grey shirt, or other item that bears the Clemson Athletic Association's name. Any articles in
any non-athlete's possession will be assumed stolen
and action will be taken accordingly.

The

Tiger

"He Roars For

C/emson College"

Now Pick Up Your Right Foot

Hank Ballard and the Midnighters is one of the many talented
Rat Hop.

creasing size of the cadet wing,
"This year we will have three
groups consisting of eighteen
flights, the largest cadet wing
ever seen at Clemson," says the
new commander. The job of
training the 500 freshmen cadets
willlie with every AS2, 3, & 4
cadet. And to insure the fullest
use of manpower, Barrineau
has personally placed every
man on the senior staff where
he is best, suited. "I consider
the eighteen flight commanders
to be the most important men
on the staff," says Barrineau.
The entire staff is striving for
quality as well as ^quantity.
Barrineau feels his second responsibility is to expand the present activities of the 770th wing.
Of particular interest is the ex-

On the weekend of Friday, October 4, and Saturday, October 5,
the Central Dance Association will
presest its first dance weekend
of the year. Featured for Friday
night will be , Clyde McPhatter,
the Orlons, and the Dell Hearts
/Combo. Saturday evening's entertainment will be comprised of two
vocal groups, Hank Ballard and
the Midnighters and the Fiestas,
backed up by Pat Patterson's orchestra.
Friday night's dance will be
from nine until one, while Saturday's dance will be from eight
until twelve. Tickets for the first
dance are $4.50 per couple, while
they are $4.50 per couple for the
groups featured at this year's second dance. Block tickets, which
are good for both dances, sell for
$8.00. Tickets may be purchased
from any C. D. A. Junior staffer
or at the table in the dining hall.
The C. D. A. urges those who
plan to attend to purchase the
tickets before the night of the
dance at the ticket table. For this
dance weekend both dances will
be informal, but all' boys are
asked to wear coats and ties. The
pansion of the Angel Flight C. D. A. wishes to express its
sponsored by Arnold Air So- appreciation to the students for
ciety, increased recognition of cooperating with this at the Rat
AFROTC Band, field trips for Ar- Hop.
nold Air Society, and an active
publicity program. The staff feels Clyde McPhatter, who has provthat they have a program set up en to be an exception to the rule
for this year of which they can in the rock and roll field, will
be proud and want others to vie with the Orlons and the Dell
know what AFROTC can offer is Hearts Combo on Friday night.
the general feeling found in the The performer is one of the few
artists in this field who has
Air Science department.
achieved tremendous popularity
To assist himself with his du- among both teenagers and adults
ties, Barrineau has chosen the as well. Some of the songs he
following staff: Cadet Lt. Col. Na- will do include the never-to-be-forthan W. Dunlap, Jr., Executive gotten triumphs such as "MoneyOfficer; Cadet Lt. Col. Dennis R. Honey," "Sixty Minute Man," and
Mangum, Wing Inspector; Cadet "Without Love," and the more reMajor James A. Wingate, Jr., Ma- cent hits such as "Ta Ta," "Litterial and1 Information Officer; tle Bitty Pretty One," and "Lover
Please."
(Continued on Page 3)

This Won't Hurt A Bit

Potential stars of the silver
screen, your chance has come.
The student health service is
searching for 4300 actors for a
nationally produced documentary concerning Clemson's preventive health program.

The film which will be made
is to be in full color and will
be distributed nationally by a
pharmacutical house to demonstrate one possible method of
mass immunization.
Three new and painless services will be offered this fall
by our student health service.
The first is the oral vaccine for
polio which will again be offered as part of the two day campaign, October 7 and 8. This
vaccine will not hurt the recipient even though he may have
had this protection before. In
fact all those who have had only
the shots are urged to take this

ARMY ROTC

Leadership Paves Way
because of this I expect this to
be the - best year the Army
ROTC program has seen at
Clemson since the military
days."
He continued, "I believe
that the advanced ROTC program is the best way for a college student to improve himself and at the same time meet
his obligation to his country. It
is my insurance for the future."
But Walter Cox stands out
in other activities besides the
military and is perhaps best
known on campus as a football player. This year he is the
right guard on the alternate
team. In addition to this his
scholastic standing leaves little to be desired.
Yet these activities still
aren't enough to satisfy this
busy young man. He is also
placement chairman on Clemson's well - known Central
Dance association and in this
capacity has the duty of find
ing temporary lodging for the
dates of many Clemson Tigers
on dance weekends. Walter is
president of the Tiger Brotherhood and is a member of Delta
Kappa Alpha social fraternity.
He says that the fellowship of
the fraternity is "one of the
most enjoyable things that he
has found at Clemson."
Nine months ago Walter en
tered a more lasting phase of
life, that of marriage. At that
time he married the former
Miss Vicki Grubbs of Ander
son. They presently reside at
Cadet Col. Walter T. Cox, Jr, 32R Donavan Rd., one of the
IFhoto by Lank) east campus apartments.

oral protection because it offers
far more protection than the
shots.
The second service should be
especially meaningful to those
who were here last year during
the flu epidemic. The flu shots
which will also be free and voluntary will be given at the same
time" using a rather unusual
process. Clemson has borrowed an air gun which gives the
shots at lightning speed without puncturing the skin. This
process is said to be absolutely
painless.
The third and most important phase of this service will
be a hunt for a vicious killer,
tuberculosis. This too will be
carried out in a new and revolutionary manner, which takes
less than two seconds. The results of this test will spot a
TB carrier as well as anyone
with an active case of the disease.
This phase of the program
alone has been made compulsory by the action of the student
senate. It is the feeling of
the senate that those who suspect they may need help will
be hesitant to Come and further that the test must have
total participation to achieve
its goals.
In. an effort to accommodate
needs of the students the health
service will set up a mobile
unit near the student dormi-
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McPhatter
Highlight CDA Rat Hop

Barrineau Selected
For AFROTC Post

Brigade is beginning a new
year under the able leadership
of Cadet Col. Walter T. Cox,
Jr., the new brigade commander. In his new post Cadet Col.
Cox will head a brigade made
up of three battalions and a
special brigade staff, a total of
nearly 1600 cadets.
Walter is a senior majoring
in Industrial Management. As
a junior, he was the first sergeant of Company C. At Summer Camp he performed exceptionally well and had the
distinction of being the top
Clemson cadet at the camp.
Concerning this year's program, Cadet Col. Cox said, "I
am well pleased with the cadet
officers and staffs. They are
men of the highest caliber and
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Lt. Col. George H. Wilson, Professor of Air Science, presented
the Cadet Wing Commander for
the fall semester to the cadet
wing on September 10. He has
selected Cadet Col. William E.
Barrineau, Jr., a Senior Textile
Management major from Lake
City, S. C, to lead the largest
AFROTC cadet corps in Clemson's history.
Previous to his new assignment,
Cadet Col. Barrineau was recognized as a Distinguished, Military
Student, received the Chicago
Tribune Silver Medal Award for
outstanding ability as a junior officer, and was elected to Arnold
Air Society, an honor society for
outstanding AFROTC cadet officers.
Barrineau has also been active
in student affairs as a member
of Student Senate, member of
Council of Club Presidents, PHI
PSI (National Textile Honorary
Fraternity), AATT (American Association of Textile Technologists) National Textile Service
Organization, and past editor of
"Bobbin and Beaker". Both he
and his wife, the former Alta
Jean Brown, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. A. T. Brown, attend the Pendleton Methodist Church.
Since his appointment, the new
wing commander has been busy
selecting his staff, overseeing
their work, and establishing the
training and operation programs
for the entire semester.
His first responsibility, Barrineau says, is to provide the best
training possible, not only for the
seniors who will soon be commissioned, but also for the juniors,
sophomores, and freshmen who
will in time be in command of the
Detachment 770 cadet corps. This
task will be doubly important yet
doubly difficult in view of the in-

South Carolina's Oldest

tories so that the student will
not have to walk for his free,
painless protection; not to mention your big chance to become
a movie star.

Gossip Pros Meet
Calhoun Forensic Society, under the leadership of their new
coach, Professor Arthur G.
Fear, has begun work in its
second season of intercollegiate
debating. Better known as the
Clemson
College
Debating
Team, the group has traveled
to such places as Duke University and the Universities of
North Carolina, South Carolina,
and Georgia to compete in
tournaments. Despite the fact
that Clemson faced experienced
teams last year, the team made
a very creditable showing.
Plans have already been
made this year to attend the
Mercer University tournament
in October and the University
of South Carolina meet in November. Plans will be made
to attend other tournaments
later in the year.
The first meeting will be held
Monday evening, September 23,
at 7:30 in the first floor conference room of the English office
building. All persons who are
interested in debating or any
other branch of forensics are
cordially invited to attend this
informal meeting.

The Orlons, three young ladies
and young man, after six months
together on the Cameo label, hit
the "big time" waxing "The WahWatusi," also promoting the dance
by the same name. Originally consisting of five girls, the Orlons
began harmonizing for fun in
junior high school. Soon they
were entertaining at school assemblies and local events, and
became quite well known in the
Philadelphia area for a five year
period. Following a decline in
interest in the group, they
broke-up, but reorganized soon
afterward. After being contacted by an old school chum, Len
Barry, lead singer with The
Dovels, they were encouraged
to audition for Comeo-Parkway
Records. They immediately attained notable success with
"I'll Be True," and "Don't
Hang Up," and six months later
were making T. V., and personal
appearances with "The WahWatusi."

New Staff
Members
Welcomed

. At the commencement of its
71st academic session fifty three
new faculty and staff members
were welcomed to Clemson College. The orientation program
included a tour of the campus,
a look at its facilities, introductions to other college personnel,
and a dinner by President Edwards at the Clemson House.
At a faculty-staff meeting the
new personnel and their fields of
specialization were announced as
follows:
Agriculture: Douglas L. Hamm,
Bruce M. Heinford, Jonathan W.
Hooks, Jerry R. Lambert, William
J. Lanham, Roland E.
Schoenike, Robert O. Taylor.
Architecture: Joseph A. Kaufmann, Richard T. Reep, John K.
Russo, Charles M. Sappenfield,
William A. Stewart.
Arts and Sciences: Clayton V.
Aucoin, Clarie R. Aucoin, Roy H.
Bailey, Paul K. Birkhead, Durant
Y. Brannock, Farrell B. Brown,
Arthur J. Fear, William E.'Gettys, John S. Gordon, Henry . W.
Graben, Charles M. Israel, John
W. Kenelly, Miss Jane Merritt,
Donald P. Miller, James H. Nicholson, Norman L. Oslen, Mryton
A. Packer, Jerome V. Reel, Miss
Marilyn Risko, William A. Schilling, Malcolm O. Usrey,
Mrs.
Patricia W. Wannamaker, Mrs.
Carolyn W. White.
Engineering: Johnnie F.
Andrews, Harold W. Askins, Nelson
R. Bauld, James A. Chisman, Peter M. Higgins, Miss Irene Kolaitis, Arnold E. Schwartz.
Industrial Management
and
Textile Science: Miss Mary C.
Griffin, John M. Wannamaker.
Other personnel include: Allen Wood Rigsby, director
of
planning and research, Miss Susan Delony, dean of women;
Miss Linda Smith Gill, reference
librarian.
Also Air Force ROTC: Lt. Col.
George H. Wilson, Major Thomas
H. Galligan, Capt. Richard R.
Nixon, Capt. Paul A. Parker. Army ROTC: SFC William D. Walker and Sp. Donald R. Wilson.

The Midnighters' recording of
"Sexy Ways," one of the biggest
hits in the rhythm'and blues field
at that time, marked the transition of the style from the rhythm
and blues type song of the early
50's to the more familiar rock
and roll rhythm of today.
Some of. the group's more recent hits are "Switchie-Titchie,"
"Let's Go," "Stay With Me,"
Finger Poppin' Time," "Continental Walk" and "The Twist."

as Hank Ballard and the Midnighters. The merger has proved
to be a most beneficial one, as
the popularity of the group has
soared to greater heights than
ever.
Selection of the Rat Queen will
be made during the intermission
at the Fri. nite dance, say CDA
members. Anyone wishing to enter his date will present her at
that time. A panel of judges will
select the Rat Queen for '63. The
Originally billed as the Mid- queen will receivemany prizes,
nighters, the group is now known among which is the coveted Lov-

ing Cup. Her date will also receive gifts. Last year's queen and
escort received a steak dinner,
wearing apparel,
cosmetics,
movie passes, and many other
nice gifts. Said Jimmy Ward,
CDA Senior Staffer, about the arrangements for this year's Rat
Hop: "I'm sure that everyone who
enjoyed the memorable performances of Clyde McPhatter and
Hank Ballard and the Midnighters on their previous appearance*
at Clemson will be looking forward to their return at this
year's Rat Hop."

FRAT. COUNCIL SCHEMES

IFC Activities Spark Campus Life
By CHARLES HUMPHRIES
Tiger News Writer
The Inter-Fraternity Council,
better, known on campus as the
IFC, has begun to make plans
for the coming year. George Rawlings of Sigma Kappa Epsilon,
president of the IFC for this year,
announced tentative plans of the
Council during this week. As in
the past, the Council will sponsor an open rush for all non-fraternity members during the first
semester. The purpose of this
week is to let freshmen and upperclassmen alike meet and get
to know the fraternity members.
"We feel that this open house type
affair helps to promote understanding between the fraternities and other members of the
campus," George said. The date
for this will be announced later.
Also scheduled for the first semester is the Hjsp dance, which
will be held Safc»r$ay, November
2. Tins Councib*iponsored dance
gives all fratei-^y members a
chance to be together as a group.
All eight fraternities are heavily
represented at this important so-

cial function. In addition to this
dance, the IFC sponsors certain
other dances for the fraternities
throughout the year.
During the second semester, the
Council has planned many exciting and varied activities. As has
been traditional in the past years,
the fraternities have rush only
once a year. The IFC has planned to continue this idea and will
have the annual event the first
week of the second semester. All
persons interested in joining a fraternity will be given an
opportunity during this week. Also during second semester, the
fraternities will round out their
activities for the school year with
Greek Week. This week in the
life of the fraternities highlights
the activities and social functions
of the fraternites for the second
semester. Some of the many
events which will be scheduled
for this week include a bridge
tournament, individual parties, a
fraternity sing festival, the Greek
Olympics, and an inter-fraternity
dance on Saturday night. At the
dance the trophies for the year

will be awarded. The sports trophy is given to the fraternity with
the most points in the athletic
lompetition. Also awarded are the
trophies for the outstanding
Homecoming display, best skit
in the Tigerama, and the outcontinued on Page 4)

ROTC Picks
New Officers
Col. Samuel T. McDowell announced the cadet officers of the
Clemson College Army ROTC Cadet Brigade. These cadet officers
assumed their duties at drill on
Thursday.

The brigade staff commanded
by Cadet Col. Walter T. Cox, Jr.,
includes Cadet Lt. Col. Michael
R. Prater, executive officer;
Cadet Major David A. Mauney;
S-I; Cadet Major Michael F.
Dawes, S-2; Cadet Major Robert
D. Walden, S-3; Cadet Major Leonard J. Hasty, S-4; and Cadet
Major John W. Miley, PIO.
In addition the brigade staff includes a working staff which will
assume duties previously executed by cadre officers. For instance,
the cadet provost marshal is responsible for seeing that traffic
is properly routed during drill
and the commo officer is in
charge of any public address
systems used for parades or reviews. There are 9 cadets on the
special staff.
The ROTC brigade includes
three batallions. The commander
of the First Batallion is Cadet Lt.
Col. David R. Floyd. The commander of the Second Batallion
is Cadet Lt. Col. Sanford W. Griffin, Jr. and Cadet Lt. Col. Floyd
W. Vandiver, Jr., is commander
of the Third Battalion.
The company commanders are
as follows: PR Capt. John Fernandez, HQ Co.; Cadet Capt. William G. Walsh, Band Co.; Cadet
Capt. Donald P. Gilbert, Co. A;
Cadet Capt. Jimmy M. Carter, Co. B; Cadet Capt. Jon M.
Rogers; Co. C; Capt. Elias P.
Earle, Co. D; Cadet Capt. Robert D. Hurley, Co. E; Cadet
Capt. Paul L. Stroman, Co. F.
And, Cadet Capt. Dale A. Dombrowsky, Co. G; Cadet Capt.
Clyde L. Wehunt, H. Co.; Cadet
Capt. Harold E. Sells, Co. I;
Cadet Capt. Frederick C. Byrd,
One of the student senators is pictured proposing a new bill Co. K; Cadet Capt. Thomas H.
before our student government. The process grinds on week Risher, Co. L; and Cadet Capt.
after week in a constant effort to improve our college. (Photo William H. Weaver, Company
by Lank)
M.

DIAMETRICALLY OPPOSED, SIR

Back Your Student Senate

By NED BULLWINKLE
Tiger News Writer
"The Student Senate exists for
you the student, and without
your continued help we will not
be able to continue in the future," with this statement Norman Pullian, President of the
Senate, addressed the members
and observers at the opening of
the first session of the 1963-64
Student Senate.

No Radio, Girls
The Student Radio Station,
WSBF, has announced that the
closed-circuit AM operations in
the girl's dorm has been temporarily delayed due to unavoidable circumstances. The station has been unable to install
the transmitter due to the fact
that the College has not officially accepted the dorm from
the contractor and the station
engineers cannot act until it
has been accepted. They hope
that some arrangement can be
made whereby service can be
provided as soon as possible.

In his opening statement Norman pointed out, "Last year's
senate accomplished much and
we hope this year's group will
be as successful." He urged
each member to work for the
betterment of their respective
clubs, student government, and
Clemson College, and went on to
say, "Each of you have accepted the responsibility to lead your
class and voice their opinions
in student government. The
only way by which you can accomplish this task is through
sincere interest and hard work."
Dean Coakley was introduced
by the President of the Senate,
and in his opening remarks he
praised the senate for its active role in helping Clemson
reach the goals for the student
body put forth during the 1955
reorganization of the Office of
Student Affairs.
"We want good student government," he stated, "and we
feel that you can provide it."
Dean Coakley then went on to
point out that although there

was still a great deal left to do, per cent of all cases under presall branches of the student gov- ent conditions.
ernment have in the past helped
"Tuberculosis is promulgated
the student body in many ways.
by changing populations and
In his talk Dean Coakley made mixtures of people of diverse
several comments about the backgrounds," he stated. Dr.
"Rat Rules" pertaining to the Hair listed several methods of
dining hall. "Several students control, and named the Tine
still believe that meal time is skin test as the fastest and best.
a time of peace and quiet," he
jokingly remarked.
David Hynes, CCP Senator,
stressed the fact that through
Bill Sykes stated that student senate action last year no argovernment office hours are ticle of clothing belonging to the
1-3 each Monday afternoon on Clemson Athletic Association
the eighth level of the student may be worn off the practice
center starting September 23. field.
He then stated that door tags
for student government mem- A resolution, presented by
bers would soon be made avail- Tom Hamn, was passed, reable.
quiring Rats to sit together
only during the noon meal and
Dr. Hair next presented a encouraging them not to sit in
proposal for a program to com- any predetermined place durbine a tuberculosis test, a pain- ing the evening meal. Another
less inoculation for polio, and resolution which was passed
an influenza vaccination for all made it mandatory for all stustudents on October 7 and 8. He dents to take the screen test for
stressed the need for this test tuberculosis.
since tuberculosis, though a
curable disease, is found in the Frank Gentry, CCP Senator,
advanced stag? in seventy-five presented a bill to allow seniors

to have a better choice of
rooms, for it states that if a
room in a new dorm has neither
a senior nor a first semester
freshman, it will be vacated for
a senior if he wishes to room
there.

and refunds for students."

Last year the Student Senate
worked for the students in many
ways. Exam schedules and
class schedules were sent out
to students during the summer
with the result that registratioa
this year was much quicker and
A recommendation made by less painful than it has been in
Mr. Flory, residence counselor, the past.
proposed that steps be taken to
prevent damage to the new With the exam schedule being
vending machines. Arthur De- published at the beginning of
Loach,
sophomore
senator, the semester instead of at the
made note of the fact that end, many students will be able
tampering with the vending to arrange their schedules so
that final exams will not come
machines is a civil offense.
as quite so great a shock. This
These vending machines were improvement was made possible
one of the results of concen- by a senate resolution passed
trated efforts on the part of the on April 23, of last year.
Student Senate last year. But
if students tamper with them, Other ' senate achievements
all of the Senate's action may are the new "Rat Rules," new
have been useless, for they will Student Senate regulations, and
then be removed. There should the new code governing pep-,
be no need for students to tam- rally behavior. The Student
per with them because, as one Senate, furthermore, revised the
student senator said, "There student regulations for this year.
will soon be someone on duty For several years there have
twenty-four hours a day to pro- been attempts to eliminate
(Continued on Page £)
vide service ior these machines

Man - The Reasonable Animal
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The

Balance Between Studies
And Activities Required

"He Roars for W*-^ C/emson College //

By JOHN COYLE
Tiger Associate Editor
Now that we are supposedly settled down to the
routine of another school year, Clemson students are
resuming their studies with widely varying degrees
of diligence. Vying with his academic pursuits for his
all too meagre allotment of time are extra-curricular
activities, girls, and sacktime. For approximately
thirty-five percent of our students, this conflict is a
new one. Of course, these students are our lowly, beloved rats.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 1963

To Protect The Innocent
THE TIGER is an independent institution in a number of ways, but one
measure of its independence has been irretrievably lost. THE TIGER is now in
a position of financial dependence because of a form of censorship, the censorship of advertising by national presure groups and our own administration.
Many students have mentioned that
they have to pay for THE TIGER and
therefore it ought to reflect their views.
Up until now, this has not been true because THE TIGER has been financed
largely through advertising. This summer the tobacco industry announced that
they were discontinuing advertising in
campus publications.
On top of this all sav-a-pack contests
have been canceled and no more free
cigarettes will be distributed. All of
these actions were taken to combat the
idea that the industry was corrupting the
youth in our colleges. Perhaps, coincidentally, this was the main point of an
article which appeared in "Reader's Digest" in the issue just before the announcement.
It seems unreasonable to us that college students should be particularly
singled out for such protection. Whether
the pressure groups admit it or not
those who are in college now are the
thinkers and leaders of tomorrow. Should
this not make them at least as qualified
as those outside of college to make up
their own minds concerning smoking?
The answer should, abviously, be yes,
College students are quarlified to decide.
If they are not, heaven help the country. Further it is rather naive to assume that eliminating advertising on
college campuses will insulate the student from the smoking habit. How many

But, Why?
Several personal and bitter complaints have been received by THE TIGER concerning the swapping of professors. That is to say, there were several students who signed up a section
which the schedule had listed under a
different man. In all but a few cases
there was no opposition to the change
but the exceptions are with us.
Troops, we can't have our cake and
eat it too. In years past there has been
much complaint about the overuse of
the word, staff. THE TIGER is glad to
see that the instructors are being listed
and we realize that last minute changes
are, somehow, inevitable.
However it does not seem reasonable
that these changes should be made without some explanation. Obviously, a student can't ask, "How did I happen to get
you when I signed up Dr. X?" It does
not seem at all out of order to request
the faculty to explain why a change had
to be made.

of you have gone through a single day
without seeing a tobacco ad?
Although you may not care at all
about the financial plight of THE TIGER and "The- Chronicle," this policy is
costing you money. The sweepstakes and
sav-a-paks we need back. The additional i$MM].A
money that may have to go to pay for
publications could run as high as a dollar a student. This is your money.

At the top of this editorial we included our own administration in the censorship charge. You may ask what they
have against tobacco advertising. The
answer is nothing. However, when we
considered ways of replacing the lost
one-fourth of our revenue the advertis-

:iV£0&4»>?iV&£

ing manager suggested beer. It is his|[)|AS AND OPINIONS
contention that the entire lost revenue
■
could be made up locally alone, if THE
TIGER could take beer ads.
The administration of the college,
like the tobacco companies, does not, in
our opinion, personally object to the
advertising; but they, too, are subject to
powerful pressure groups. Of course, it
is obvious that without advertising in
THE TIGER, students will never learn
where they can buy beer, or even the
name of a brand to ask for.
This situation is chronic and some
source will have to be fSgid to replace
' ~2
tightening now taking place. Without
your personal help (you^area pressure
group too, you know) there is nothing
we can do.

The Belly Of America
Burns With Revolution

By BILL MEGGS
"Freedom," screams the
human soul, sometimes in
ecstasy, shouted through a
free and meaningful life, but
sometimes in agony, screamed
through iron bars or from
shackles, man-made bonds of
hate and fear and
oPPresa«mAgain and again the fiery soul
of man has transcended his
meek and humble ways of
servitude to strike blows into
the lives of the lords. Truly
a revolution is one of the highest acts of man. To risk all
that is sweet and dear in life,
even to gamble life itself,
must be regarded as a noble
act by all, even by those revolted against.

Even more important than the money,
is the principle that students should be
allowed to make their own decisions in
life. This whole problem is based on
the opinion that you are too young and
Today the United States is
innocent to be exposed to beer and to- a battlefield. An internal conflict very much like the one
bacco ads. Doesn't this seem a little waged before 1900 is taking
place in the very belly of our
insulting?
country. The causes of these
two social revolutions are
similar, and the outcome
promises to be the same.

Nevermore
Last week the initials "FLG" appeared at the bottom of each editorial in
this column. These are the initials of
our editor and will be omitted from
now on. It is a journalistic rule that
any unsigned editorial is from the desk
of the editor. The reason the initials
were included was to make the source
very plain; in keeping with accepted
practice they will not appear again unless the subject is very controversial.

The treaty, even if approved, won't reduce the
chances of accidental war at
all as there will be no disarmament whatsoever. All
this treaty will (supposedly)
do is limit atmospheric tests.
Only the people that have signed the treaty will be forced
to cease their tests. No provision is made to attempt to
abolish underground tests or
tests by any country refusing
to sign the treaty. Atomic
warheads will still be produced by both sides and they
will still be aimed at each
side's heart. The only two
possible advantages I see are
the reduction of harmful radiation in the earth's atmosphere (which is so small as
to be relatively unimportant)
»

and the fact that the treaty some little communist country
may, or may not be the fore- wanting to get in good with
runner of "things to come" in Krushchev.
the field of disarmament or
Senator Dirksen said in the
the easing of cold war ten- debate on the treaty in the
sions.
Senate, that he wouldn't want
The actuality of this treaty his children or grandchildren
being lived up to or of it to be able to say that he voted
being a forerunner of "world against the first step toward
peace" is so small as to make a peaceful world. Senator
the risk of ceasing our tests Dirksen should be worrying
far too great to take, and about keeping the world his
there IS a great risk. Despite children and grandchildren
repeated assurances that we will have to live in free, and
can detect any cheating and, not worrying about a tempogranting even this extremely rary easing of present tensions
debatable assumption, how do that he seems to think the
we know that a bomb ex- treaty will bring. I think the
ploded in China isn't really a only way to do this, short of
Russian test? China hasn't total.unilateral disarmament,
signed the treaty and conse- is to keep America so strong
quently is free to conduct all that our enemies dare not atthe tests she wants. Granted tack us. Keeping this counthat Russia and China seem try and the free world strong
to be on pretty bad terms at is a far safer step than the
present, but this can change one Senator Kirksen proposes.
rapidly even if they really are
Many important people have
at each others throats now. expresed serious reservations
Or, if not China, Mongolia or about this treaty, but more

;
i
-

,

Although it's a well publicized fact that something less than half of the incoming freshmen graduate, they tend to disregard the warning; they hav« ■
heard it so often that it resembles a reminder of traf- '
fie fatalities on Labor Day weekend—a stark reality
pertaining to another dimension.

Before the labor movement,
American workers were in
pathetic straits. The coal
miners exemplify this human
slavery very well. Miners
worked long and dangerous
hours. Those not killed in accidents died early deaths from
horrible lung diseases. In
spite of this sacrifice, they
seldom saw money, for they
were required to live in company shacks and purchase
food and supplies from company stores at exhorbitant
prices.
The greatest horror of this
slave system was the trap

Kennedy Administration Pushes Test-Ban Treaty
Congress is presently "debating" President Kennedy's
test-ban treaty and from all
indications it will be ratified
by a fairly substantial margin.
This is a shame.

Most of our rats, upon coming to Clemson, havea firm purpose to study hard imbedded in them. Most
come bubbling over with enthusiasm, prepared to become the future giants of the business, science, and
literary worlds. But somewhere between that first
clumsy step onto the campus and their eventual departure, with or without a sheepskin, many of them
are sidetracked from that original, lofty goal.

As we see it, there are two things
that you can do to make your feelings
known. First you can tear out this column and send it to your tobacco company, or you can switch to Marlboro, the
one cigarette that has the courage to advertise, through the Max Shulman columns.

RANTINS

By BYRON HARDER

The Clemson rats, and freshmen all over the t
country, find it necessary to make a number of respon- ,
sible decisions for probably the first time in their ,
lives. Among these is the all-important choice of ma- .
jor. Another equally important one, however, is to
decide whether to be good-time Charlies or students.

have endorsed it than have
opposed it. To me, it seems
that a majority isn't enough.
As long as there are doubts
in the minds of a substantial
number of military men,
scientists, and statesmen, the
treaty should not be ratified.
The Russians have broken
almost every treaty they have
ever made the minute it became advantageous for them
to do so. Need we expect
anything else? I believe the
risks that would accompany
the ratification of this treaty
far outweight the advantages,
and it should be defeated.
P. S. I would like anyone
disagreeing or agreeing with
this column or anything in
this paper to write to Tom
and let the student body know
how you feel. You will be told
this many times, but few of
you will listen. This newspaper can't be for all Clemson
students without the support
and interest of all of you.

which made the owners little
more than perpetrators of a
caste system. The sons and
daughters of the miners would
be forced by economic coercion to quit school around the
ages of twelve and thirteen
and work, the sons in mines,
the daughters in mills set up
near the sources of coal. They
were trapped for life; little
freedom and possibility of rising above themselves existed.
Then the fiery human soul
rose from the black depths to
flight, and America and the
people were the victors.
Today the drama is being
repeated. Instead of using
coal-dust for make-up the lowly caste is using melanin, a
pigment which can make a
man Negro or white. In the
South we have a large number of uneducated black men
who are trying to raise families on the thirty-five dollars
a week they make as janitors.
The boys must quit school at

an early age, an age so early
that in South Carolina seventy
per cent are not intellectually
fit for service in the army.
This trap has been sprung
on generation after generation, but a revolt rages o'er
the land for an equal chance,
a chance to compete for higher spots regardless of race.
South Carolina can look with
pride over the heads of the
critics upon the quiet dignity
with which she is handling
her racial problems. On humanitarian grounds alone,
there is only one way to go,
although there are great hazards in integration. Inverse
discrimination must be avoided. Some people, unable to
adjust to the changing times,
will be crushed. (". . . this is
the end of the world.") But
as people change, and our
country changes, the "creeping black evil" will produce
an innocurous way of life.

Fishbein Offets Pats
On The Back To
By HOWARD FISHBEIN
The Tiger Band and their
new uniforms ... The girls'
dorms and the females housed
within ... Dan's French Cafe,
give him a beret and call
him Daniel! . . . The Street
& Smith's Football Yearbook
for picking our Tigers No. 9
in the country . . . The casual
air of indifference of students
toward integration . . . Don
Chuy's fine performance in
the All-Star game ... Our
College Bowl team, and best
wishes for a victory ... All
incoming freshmen who will
be back nv»xt semeter . . .
Sophia Loren, also a pat on
the front for her! ... The
Chronicle and their upcoming
first issue of the semester . . .
The town of Clemson for being so liberal and allowing
Henry Miller's Tropic of
Capricorn to be sold, yet keeping off the newsstands that
scandalous Playboy magazine,
it's so unchristian! . . . Mrs.
Pearl Sullivan and her keeping of the lounge . . . Mrs.
Albert for making the country
gentlemen dress up like city
gentlemen . . . The administration for printing the
"finals" schedule in our registration booklet . . . Upperclassmen for coming down
early to give the rats such
becoming haircuts, and for
only 50c a head . . . The whole
student body for not borrowing the fire truck, yet . . .
The Tiger team for being the
number one draw on Oklahoma's home schedule . . .
The Pendleton red-dot spot for
building up their supplies in
advance of <*"- *?«+>>s»11 sea-

son .. . The urban development in the town of Clemson
. . . The fraternities for adding another color to their uniform ... The P. R.'s for
carrying our first coed's luggage up to her room, and then
carefully locking her door . . .
The white rat for taking the
semester off . . . The Architecture department for not
making the freshmen take
Engineering Physics . . . The
Easley township for their
yearly fair ... The Myna
Bird for escaping ... The Converse cuties who were over
here for supper last Saturday
night ... The speeded up
registration and matriculation time at Clemson . . . The
state of South Carolina for
having integrated license
plates, white on black! . . .
The registration booklet for
relieving Mr. Staff from teaching so many English classes
and allowing some other
teachers to teach ... All rat
coeds who have led cheers in
the dining hall so f ar . . . The
new baton-twirling blond majorette who will make our football half times more enjoyable ... All our football followers who will make the
trip to Norman, Okla. . . .
The new card holders on the
travel board on the way to
the P. O. . . . The N. C. A. A.
for regionally televising the
Clemson - Carolina football
game . . . The Air Force R. 0.
T. C. for not making the freshmen and sophomores drill
Thursday afternoon during
registration . . . President
Kennedy for excluding all
married men from the draft.

Having paid little heed to the warning, the ,
freshmen dive into campus life—head first with their
eyes closed. There are cards to be played, movies to
be seen, beers to be drunk, and girls to be dated. Also,
the fraternities, politics, and campus organizations
beckon and the rats respond like automatons. Forgetting their intended purpose of coming to Clemson,
they join one organization after another without considering the study time that will be sacrificed.
• Perhaps the members of many organizations grimaced at the previous paragraph, wondering to them- selves where they would get enough people to perform j
the many duties which keep an organization functioning. This brings us back to the basic issue: are our •'.
students here to be fodder for campus organization
machines or to become as professionally competent in
a specific field as they can in four years' time?
This is not to imply that working for an organization, participating in athletics, or being a student politician is a waste of time. It definitely isn't, because
we learn a good deal about people and further develop
our personalities by being active on campus. What is
suggested is that freshmen and all students choose
judiciously when involving themselves in extra-curriculars.
Most freshmen have little conception of what they
are capable of scholastically. Give yourself a chance
to evaluate your academic capabilities before burdening yourself down with activities. All too often,
freshmen receive a rude awakening when first semester grades are posted and find themselves in a deep
hole scholastically.
But the problem needn't be that critical. Perhaps
he made a big success of his first semester and posted
a "gentleman's C" average. He thinks to himself,
"What a snap this has been," not believing that it ac-.
tually does get tougher as he goes along. This particular freshman might possibly finish his four years at
Clemson, graduating with his "gentleman's C" average if he's lucky. Fine and dandy, he's a college grad.
But how much better if he had fewer extra - curriculars to his credit and a higher grade point ratio.
Then the door to graduate school might have been open
to him, and he could have received that M.S. in Electrical Engineering that, as a now sober graduate, he "•
considers important.
And don't neglect the possibility of graduate
school. All reports indicate an ever-increasing demand for people with advanced degrees in all fields,-!
and to shut the door of opportunity on yourself would
be the height of folly.
Needless to say, over-participation in extra-curriculars is not the sole reason for academic failure.
Too many movies, too much card-playing, etc., also are
major factors in poor grades. But, if a student avoids
the pitfall of becoming a joiner, he has made a step in
the right direction.
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MAGIC AND MYTH

Wei I spring Of Truth

Saturday Brings
A New Question
By JOHN FOWLER
Tiger Feature Writer
"What is poetry?" the man asked with a wry smile,
knowing from experience what the reaction would be.
It was an audacious and startling question, especially
for the time of day.
It had seemed sufficient sacrifice and even moreso
to bring the body up three flights of stairs and into Saturday morning, to plop it into a cold desk and half-listen
to irrelevant murmurs, half-remember lovely dreams
and a warm bed.
But with a bold slash he interrupted all of this,
asking the - unanswerable, interjecting the ridiculous.
Caught off guard, the mind cowered and staggered under the question's sudden weight, and shifting eyes
looked around for the first time to see what others were
doing, trying to avoid a direct glance.
"What is poetry?''
Once asked, it had to be answered in something beyond groping mumbles of beauty, love, or emotion. The
mind's rusty gears whirred away seeking a suitable answer, but came up only with unanswerable questions,
Little girls ask the same question when, they turn
to disinterested fathers and ask offhandedly, "What is
love?" Poetry must be like love, only broader. For
poetry takes in hate as well, indeed rejecting nothing
which is felt strongly. But even here one cannot stop.
What, then, can be said? Surely poetry is something.
Mortimer J. Adler and Co. assure us that we are by
no means the first to have pondered the question. Poetry
is number 69 of Mr. Adler's 102 Great Ideas of the Western World, and he and his staff have indexed and crossindexed references to hundreds of writings about
poetry.
For instance, Adler makes reference to Plato, who
quotes Socrates, who got it straight from "the woman
who taught me about love." She calls poetry "all creation or passage of nonbeing into being." That should
just about cover it, with some left over!
Looking around for other comments, we find that
Aristotle thought poetry immoral because he believed
i poets to be liars.
Carl Sandburg says that poetry is a sliver of
the moon lost in the belly of a golden frog.
A. E. Housman calls it something that inexplicably
sends him to tears; Emily Dickinson says it makes her
feel like ice. Wordsworth in his monumental "Preface
to the Second Edition of the Lyrical Ballads" calls it
the spontaneous overflow of powerful emotions, recollected in tranquillity.
And so on and on until, it seems, we have as many
definitions of poetry as we do poets. Perhaps, then, we
should not expect an answer to the question. In complete form, it is undoubtedly beyond us. So .we shall
make it official policy henceforth, to read and enjoy
more, and to question less.
Except, that is, on sleep-fogged Saturday mornings.

Warner Brothers' Yea!
We were fortunate to receive in the mail a few days
a sheaf of L. P. records, compliments of Warner
others. The company strongly suggested that we
ght like to give them some free publicity for their
lerosity.
So we reply that the records are great, and won't
Ome other firms send us some samples? Like, for
tistance, we would be delighted to recommend Caiadian Club, Corvette Stingray, U. S. Mint, Conerse College (this should be worth at least a girl),
r even, for an A, the E. E. Department.

D

By EARLE SMITH
Tiger Feature Writer
One of the most important aspects of a person's life is in the
area of his religious and moral
feelings. Clemson has one of the
finest programs for on-campus
worship and meditation of any
college in the state. Unlike the
church-supported school program,
these programs operate on a nonmandatory attendance basis.
Thus their measure of success
depends upon the support and attendance they receive.
As chairman of the meditations
committee of the YMCA cabinet
my primary concern is with that
of hall meditations. Every Wednesday night at a particular time,
each hall has its own meditations in which members of the
From hall devotions to Church participation to individual particular hall take part. These
meditations are but fifteen minmeditation, religion holds an essential and meaningful place utes in duration and - provide a
very good opportunity for
the
in the life of an earnest student.
student to quench his religious

McKEE ON BRIDGE

i.

auderdale Tales" was
i better, and the elephant
eled at the poetical skill
. J. Meggs.
he elephant then read
>rn, One Or Three Times,"
it made him sad. "A Fa! made him even sadder,
' he resolved thencefor-

ward to help stomp out silly
bees, turtles, and dragons.
That incidentally, is how elephants REALLY got flat
feet.
The Miss S. C. Pageant had
occurred while he was out of
town, so the elephant enjoyed
seeing what he had missed. He
also enjoyed the Gentlemen's
Choice.
The book review was admittedly a little over his head, but
then he wasn't a very intellectual elephant.'
Finally the elephant arrived at the poetry section.
He quickly concluded that
all the campus poets were
nuts, and left it at that.
All told, the elephant found

thirst and strengthen his heart
for whatever problems like ahead.
Unfortunately, in past years
the meditations program has
achieved little success and thus
the students have been . shortchanged in their religious needs.
This year, however, you. as students have one of the best opportunities to. have an excellent meditation program. All that is required is that you take advantage of this opportunity.
Our faculty and administration are concerned enough to
give of their time to speak on
the halls. They will speak on
almost any subject of common
interest to the students of the
hall. Members of student government, fraternities, various
clubs, the YMCA, and the different church clubs will speak
from time to time on every
hall. Your wish is their command. All you must do is
make a request.

Unfortunately, every hall may
not have a meditations program.
This is decided by the hall. Some
people just are not interested in
worshiping, other tha,n making
a social appearance at church
on Sunday. If you find that your
hall is one of these, you have only to walk over to the next hall,
which will be glad to have you.

others. For this reason, each hall j
has its own meditation chairmaal
who will help in coordinating th» \
whole meditations program. Htf
will see that his hall has its pro-?
gram every week and will deter- I
mine the type of program. It will
also be his responsibility to see •
that someone' has the program
every week.

Any student who is interested
The main object of these medi- need only speak to his hall
tations, however, is to give the counselor or meditations chairstudents an opportunity to help man.

Clemson's Traditional Laws

A Clemson Man:
1. Speaks to every student and every professor at
every opportunity.
2. Leaves the door open while in another student'*!
room if the occupants are out.
3. Leaves a note if he borrows something from an-Jp
other's room.
4. Never makes rude, insulting, or uncalled-for re-';;
marks at the girls passing dormitories and stays away .
from the windows when not fully dressed.
5. Learns the college songs and yells as soon as pos- s
sible.
6. Thanks the driver who has given him a "lift"
your Jack of Clubs which willimonds from the North hand,
leave you with a club loser injWhen you are finished you will and offers to help the driver if he has trouble while with
your hand. Therefore, after the have two small diamonds and him.
second round of hearts is play7. Takes his place at the end of the "bumming line"
ed, you must cash your Jack two small hearts opposite the
Ace,
King,
and
Queen
of
Diawithout
slipping in ahead of the others. (The "bumof Clubs before returning to
your hand with the small spade. monds and the Queen and ten ming line" for Greenville and Anderson starts at; the
Now you are in the South hand, of Hearts. Now you can lead a Library.)
and the following cards are left heart and pull trump leaving
you with just the two good dia8. Never razze%a referee or umpire.
in the North's hand.
monds.
Spades: None.
9. Keeps silent when in the.hospital and library
However, if West trumps, you
Hearts: Q, 10.
10. Pays his debts.
Diamonds: A, K, J, 10, 5, 2. overruff and pull his last heart.
11. Respects the principles and regulations of the'
Now since you have one last
Clubs: None.
trump in your hand, you can college.
South holds:
now cash the Ace and King of
Spades: K.
12. Comes to attention while the "Star Spangled
Diamonds, ruff a diamond, and
Hearts: 6, 4.
Banner"
or "To the Colors" is being played, and stands
lay down your hand which will
Diamonds: 7, 3.
have only good spades and with head uncovered when the "Alma Mater" is being
Clubs: A, K, Q.
You still have the same prob- clubs. Thus, the play of the played or sung.
lem if you lead a heart now. Ace of Spades at trick one is
13. Respects the rights of others in the theater by
Therefore, you proceed to cash important, as the small spade
your good spade and clubs. If is the only entry you have to not talking and by laughing at the right time.
West follows suit or throws a your hand after the second
14. Is honest in the classroom.
loser, you throw small dia round of hearts is led.
15. Knocks on other students' doors before entering.

Shifty Play Wins Games
NORTH
S—A, 6
H—Q, 10, 9
D—A, K, J
C—J
WEST
S—10, 8, 5
H-J, 8, 7, 5
0—6, *
:—8, 7, 5, 3
SOUTH
S—K, Q, 4
H—A, G, 4,
D—7, 3
C—A, K, Q,

3
10, 5, 2
EAST
S-J, 9, 1,
H—K
D—Q, 9, 8
C—10, 9, 4,
2
6

By MIKE McKEE
Tiger Feature Writer
You are South playing a contract of seven Hearts. The
opening lead is a small spade
which you take with your ace
in the North hand. The play
of the ace is important as will
be shown later. Since you are
issing both the King and Jack
of your trump suit, you have

only one chance to make the
contract. You must find the
singleton King of Hearts in the
East hand. Therefore, your
next play is to lead a small
heart toward your ace. To
your surprise the King is played
by East.' You win your ace
and lead a small heart toward
the North hand. When West
plays small, you put in the
nine.
Now comes the crucial play.
Suppose you lead a small spade
toward your hand and then lead
a small heart again. Now after
you finish pulling West's trump,
you have no more left yourself;
and you are stuck in the North
hand with no re-entry to the
South hand except to overtake

Military Rats Had It Rough
By WILLIAM M. BROWN
Tiger Feature Writer
If the rats think that they
have life at Clemson rough
now, they should have been
going through the initiation
when this college was still a
military one.
Many years ago when the
cadets ruled the campus, the
initiation program ran a little
differently. For example, both
hazing and menial service were
practiced extensively; there
were no short haircuts.
Hazing, as many people
know, is outlawed now. But
when it was in practice, the
rats were punished (hazed) for
not completing a task by striking them with a strap, turning over their beds at night
(with them still in the beds),
pooling them in the fountain
by Tillman Hall, or some other
well devised scheme.
Menial service consisted of
the rats working for upperclassmen and doing whatever
they were told to do. Many
of the chores were scrubbing
the floors with toothbrushes,
cleaning the windows with
cotton, cleaning the rifles,
sweeping the floors, making
the beds, and many other
jobs to keep them busy.

Chronicle Arrives;
►till Bigger, Best
What did the elephant like
about the new Chronicle?
This was a very discrimng, intelligent elephant,
irst he read the editorial,
h was a real editorial for
ange, and not just a pat on
back about how good the
izine was and how nifty
mid be to join the Chronitaff. Anyway, the elephant
much wisdom in the
nicle's position on true
ation, rat rules, and so on.
s intellectual curiosity
ted for a while, the elet turned to the joke secand he shook the room
roaring laughter.
He
lughly enjoyed the section
ephant jokes (after all, it's
>asy being an elephant in
■ crucial times), and also
Dund "My First Book Of
ge," by Durward Stinson,
most hilarious. In a funny
of way, that is.
xt he turned to a feature
t three artists, which he
'ed for a while. But he
uded that the photography
not been used to best adige, and also the feature
up more pages than it was

Meditations Committee Has Hall Devotions;
Interested Students Gather Many Benefits

the latest issue of the Chronicle pretty good; and since it
is still obviously South Carolina's best variety magazine,
he was glad that it is the product of Clemson students.

Next to menial service, pool
trig was most popular. The
rats were pooled if they failed
to carry out their assigned
tasks. This act consisted of
throwing the victims into a pool
in front of Tillman Hall, or
dumping trash cans of water
over their heads in their rooms.
These new students could also
have the 'pleasure' of being
pooled by being militarily overzealous.
Therefore, rats, do not feel
sorry for yourself because next
year you will have your chance.
You could put it another way:
We are trying to help you poor
unfortunate souls. We have
you wear "rat" hats to keep
warm; we cut your hair close
so that you will not have to
spend so much time combing
it; we have you do chores for
us so that when you get married you will know how to
carry put the orders. Coming
right down to the point, we are
trying to help you rats rather
than harm you—RIGHT, upperclassmen?
By the way, I am helping
to train several rats. Three
are in my room now, cleaning the windows and blinds,
polishing the shoes, making
the beds, straightening up the
table, and a few other odd
jobs.

How To Hold Men
By CHARLES HILL
Tiger Feature Writer
"Hey, rat! Got your haircut
ticket?" With such crude tidings is the aspiring freshman
welcomed to Clemson College.
Immediately he begins his
downhill tumble, status-wise, to
the lowest possible social distinction on campus . . . that of
the lowly rat.
Confusion is the rat's sidekick. The ingredients in his
boiling stew consist of a base
of chaos, spiced with a dash of
fear but sufficiently flavored
with a thrill of hope.
And so the ordeal begins:
"Last name first." "Up,
rats! C-l-e-m, in c a dene e
count!" "Putt on your hat,
rat!" "Stand in this line, rat!"
"Hold your head still while I
even up your scalp!" "Hey,
rat!
Unload this
car!"
"Bought your dance tickets,
rat?" "Get your hat off, rat!"
"Hey, rat, go get me a Coke
at the Jew Shop." And the pitiable freshman, his countenance wearing a puzzled and
astonished look, hops to it and
carries out the commands.
The rat is frustration yelling
T-i-g with a mouthful of food
in the dining hall and fulfillment completing his schedule.
He is embarrassment with a
bald head but pride wearing a

rat hat. He is helplessness
lacking a pencil in the registration . line and hope: discussing
his curriculum with a professor.
He is subjection parrying the
laundry of an upperclassman
and independence?^ doing his
own. He is disillusionment with
three Saturday classes and
noisy satisfaction" taking part
in a mass rat pep Tally.
Although the rat sees little
reason in all these shenanigans,
these phenomena will soon help
develop the green rat into the
complete, mature Clemson man.
Although experience is a hard
teacher, it is often the best.
The sufferings the freshman
undergoes are often the most
practical roads to the evolvement of the true Country Gentleman. Soon he will feel the
tingle of emotion which comes
to a devoted Clemson man
during the playing of Tiger Rag,
the singing of the Alma Mater,
and the shouting of C-l-e-m.
Soon he will have the sensation
of the indeterminable, indefatigable, and everlasting Clemson
spirit.
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Said to Tony, "Let's barge down the Nile!"
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Just about the time you figure your Wordmaster should
be running out of ink, unscrew the cap. The new seethru refill says in no uncertain terms that you've got
enough ink left to go on writing for quite a while. You
shouldn't be surprised. For even though Wordmaster
,js slim and streamlined, it has a much larger ink capacity than ordinary dollar pens. And that makes it just
about the most inexpensive dollar pen around.
By the way ...you can get a handsome matching
pencil to go along with your Wordmaster. And that's
only a dollar, too.
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(By the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boysl" and,
"Barefoot Boy With Cheek")

ONCE MORE UNTO THE BREACH,
DEAR FRIENDS
Today I begin my tenth year of writing this column in youl
campus newspaper. Ten years is a long time; it is, in fact, whafl^
*
some scholarly people like to call a decade—from the Latin*
word deccum, meaning the floor of a ship. It is, to my mind,
remarkable that the Romans had such a word as deccum when
you consider that ships did not exist until 1620 when John
Alden invented the Mayflower. Alden, a prodigiously ingenious
man, also invented the ear lobe and Pocahontas.
Ships were a very popular mode of travel—especially^ffl^^^
water—until 1912 when the Swede, Ivar Krueger, invented the
iceberg. Krueger also invented the match, which is a good
thing, because without the match, how would you light your
Marlboro Cigarettes? I cannot overstress the importance, of
lighting your Marlboro Cigarettes, for Marlboro Cigarettes,
unlighted, provide, at best, only limited smoking pleasure.

^u mi em am Mkf^w^n

enough left for a term paper
(Continued from Page 1)
Cadet Major Douglas V. Rippy,
Operations Officer; Cadet Major
Frederick A. Dunlap, HI, Wing
Administration Officer; and Cadet
Major Jerry E. Raz, Jr., Band
Commander.
First, Second, and Third Group
Commanders will be Cadet Lt.
Col. Lewis M. Clyburn, Cadet Lt.
Col. Larry B. Kincaid, and Cadet
Lt. Col. Edward G. Austin respectively.

QaCanps

(including WOO staples)
Larger size CUB Desk ;
Stapler only $].49

No bigger than a pack of gum
* Unconditionally guaranteed!
• Refills available anywhere1
• Get it at any stationery,
variety, or book store!
♦ Send in your own Swingling Fable.
Pfiies Sot those used
JE>*»*+&%*- INC. LQNG'ISLANO.CrTri/H;*.

I mention Marlboros because this column is an 'advertisement, brought to you through the school year by the makers
of Marlboros. Marlboros come in soft pack or Flip-Top box.
The makers of Marlboros come in dark suits with thin lapels
—except on weekends when they come in yoke-neck jerseys
and white duck trousers. White ducks come in flocks. They are
primarily fresh water dwellers, although they have been successfully raised in salt water too. Another salt water denizen
I'm sure you will find enjoyable is plankton—a mess of tiny
organisms like diatoms and algae and like that which float
sluggishly near the surface of the sea. It is ironic that these
creatures, microscopic in size, should supply the principal
source of food for the earth's largest animal, the whale. Whales,
I must say, are not at all pleased with this arrangement, because it takes the average whale, eating steadily, 48 hours to
gather a day's meal. This leaves them almost no time for
water sports or reading Melville. It is a lucky thing for all of
us that whales are unaware they are mammals, not fish, and
could, if they tried, live just as well on land as in water. I
mean, you add ten or twelve million whales to our Sunday
traffic and you would have congestion that makes the mind
boggle.
But I digress. Today, I was saying, I begin my tenth year of
writing this column for Marlboro Cigarettes in your campus
newspaper. I will, in each column, say a few kind words about
Marlboros—just as you will, once you try that fine tobacco
flavor, that pristine white filter, that supple soft pack, that
infrangible Flip-Top box. These references to Marlboro will be
brief and unobtrusive, for I do not believe in the hard sell.
What I favor is the soft sell—you might even call it the limp
or spongy sell. I hasten to state that the makers of Marlboro
in ten full years have not once complained about my desultory
sales approach. Neither have they paid me.
But that is of small consequence. Aside from fleeting mentions
of Marlboro, this column has another, and more urgent, mission:
to cast the hot white light of free inquiry upon the vexing
questions that trouble college America—questions like "Should
the Student Council have the power to levy tariffs? and "Are
roommates sanitary?" and "Should housemothers be compelled to retire upon reaching the age of 26?"
Perhaps, reasoning together, we can find the answers. Perhaps not. But if we fail, let it never be said that it was for
want of trying.
I thank you.
© 1963 Max shum»a

*

»

*

The makers of Marlboro are happy to bring you another
year of Max Shulman's unpredictable and uncensored column—and also happy to bring you fine filtered Marlboros,
available in pack or box, wherever cigarettes are sold in all
50 states.
k
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igers Set For Sooners Satur
Yeah,

BUT

I

AIN'T NO CAMEL,
SON I
THIS is THE:- -• ;
STRAW TWKT c?
BROKE THE

By FRED CRAFT
Tiger Sports Writer

CAMEL'S

Tigers Rated High

BACK.,

The 1963 edition of Frank Howard's Tigers take the
field tomorrow in hopes of living up to their highest
the exception of Playboy has placed the Tigers among
Newsweek sees the Ti-

gers in the top eight along with tomorrow's opponent,
Oklahoma.

The AP rates Clemson 11th and the Soon-

ers 4th this week.

The Tigers are also the solid choice

of Southern sportswriters to wrest the ACC crown from
Bill Murray's Duke Blue Devils.
With Oklahoma and Georgia Tech back

to back, the Tigers will have to call upon something
extra to avoid an 0-2 record two weeks from now.

Stu-

dent's; who remember the Wake Forest fiasco two years
ago rfealize that any team on Clemson's schedule is capable «f sidetracking the Tigers' bowl hopes this season.
The/Tigers will have to catch the winning habit early
this season if Cousin Frank expects to enjoy his tobacco
in Florida New Year's Day.
Tomorrow, Clemson faces prabably the finest running backfield in the nation.

Oklahoma is led by Jim

Grisham, a junior, who rushed for 711 yards last year,
and halfback Joe Don Looney, who led the nation with
a fine 43.2 punting average and gained 852 yards.

The

Sooners seem to be weak only at quarterback as Coach
Bud Wilkinson is faced with starting a sophomore quarterback for the first time in his long tenure at Oklahoma. This could be a break for the Tigers who.in the
past have been noted for a good rushing defense, but
only an average pass defense. ■ Anyway, the encounter
tomorrow should be real close for three quarters, then
I it will be a matter of whether or not Clemson's line can
lold the powerful Sooner backs in check.
Injuries Hurt
Turning to Clemson condition-wise, the Tigers have
befn
efti hit
h hard by leg injuries. To date, Clemson has lost
the services of George Sutton, Johnny Boyette, and Jim
Ruffner, all first or second unit performers who were
counted on heavily this season.

Ruffner's injury will

almost certainly mean that Jim Parker will quarterback
1

the Tigers' first two units on offense, while alternating
with Jimmy Bell on defense. This places Clemson's entire hopes on Parker's shoulders, but also will give the
senior performer a chance to show what he really can
do when he is not bothered by injuries.
Looking at the freshman football scene, Coach
'Goat" McMillan has a squad of 57 of which only 32 are
on scholarship.

The Cubs don't seem to be as deep as

the last few seasons, but Goat says, "they!re good, willing boys and look like they can run." The .students will
get a loofc at the Baby Tigers on October 4 (Rat Hop
weekend) against the North Carolina frosh. These
freshmen have a real treat in store for them the next
four years, Virginia has signed the. most sought after
lineman in the nation last year. He's John Naponick,
6'10", 305 pound brute, who had only 125 scholarship
offers in football and 45 in basketball. Coach Bill Elias
says, "I have put the best linemen we have against him
and they can't budge him." It looks as if Santa Claus
might visit victory-hungry Virginia next season.
Tech In Bad Shape?
If any of you think Clemson has rough opening
games, what about Oklahoma? After the Clemson encounter, the Sooners meet national champion Southern
California, and then arch-rival Texas. The Tigers go
against Georgia Tech next week, an always powerful
team, but Bobby Dodd says his line is in a "disastrous
state." Yet these supposedly sapped linemen held Florida to minus five yard rushing last Saturday. Boy,
think what Dodd could do with 305 pound Naponick in
his forward wall.
Want a football scholarship? If any one in the student body can consistently average 40 yards or better
punting, drop by the field house and see Cousin Frank.
That's the way the Tigers picked up Eddie Werntz, the
best punter Clemson has ever had. It's worth a try.
!w*got nothing to lose and maybe you'll pick at
"least a half scholarship.

Tips
In closing, here are a few tips which might be of
interest. Everyone had better scrape up at least $5.75
before next week, cause that's when the South Carolina
tickets go on sale. Students get free tickets only when
the game is played here. Don't hope for any "choice"
seats though, last time the game was in Columbia, students sat on the minus 30 yard line in the end zone corner. Also seniors had better not make definite plans
for the Homecoming game with Maryland. The alwaysthinking administration has scheduled the graduate
record exam for all-day Saturday. If you plan to graduate in January, tell your date to meet you at the game
itjudftimel!

^!wwM &

Flanker Fogle

Wilkinson is depending a great
deal upon Jim Grisham, a 6-2,
205 pound power runner who will
be up for All-American honors
this year. In the Orange Bowl
Grisham battered the Alabama
line, rated as one of the best in
the nation, for 106 yards, which
is more than most teams gained
as a total on the Crimson Tide.
Coach Wilkinson has said himself
that Grisham is the best back he's
ever had.

The Tigers will be hard pressed to live up to the
expectations.

By SAMMIE CARROS
Tiger Sports Writer
Frank Howard's Clemson Tigers travel to Norman, Oklahoma, tomorrow to take
on Bud Wilkinson's Sooners in their season opener. It will be the first clash ever
between these two football powers. This game will mark the start of perhaps the ''
toughest schedule a Tiger team has had to face. The Sooners have been rated as
one of the top five teams in the nation by most pre-season polls.
Last year Oklahoma finished the regular season with an 8-2 record. By defeating all of their conference opponents, they won the Big Eight title and traveled to Miami for the Orange Bowl Classic on New Year's Day. They lost 17-0 to
Alabama, the number two team' in the country.
With six starters and nine alternates returning from last
year's team, Wilkinson is looking
forward to another fine season
and to a chance to improve his
coaching record if possible. He
has won 137 games while losing
only 27.

preseason billing in years. Every major magazine with
the nation's top twenty teams.

Fourth Rated Oklahoma
Faces Clemson At 2:30

Halfback Joe Don Looney,
another Ail-American prospect,
will also have a great deal to
DEPENDABLE PERFORMER
do with Wilkinson's attack. He
is the fastest back on the team,
and last year he led the Sooners in rushing with 852 yards
and a 6.2 average per carry.
One of the deciding factors in
tomorrow's game could possible
be Don Looney's punting. He
led the nation last year with a
By BELLY WALKER
When asked about opening sciences and he plans to continue 43.4 yard average.
Tiger Sports Writer
game with Oklahoma, Bob said, his education by attending sum"This year's team has more
"I couldn't think of a better mer school. Last summer he Other starters for the Sooners
ability plus a greater desire to opener. Oklahoma is a chal- managed a swimming pool in will be Ralph Neely, a 6-5, 246 Flanker Lou Fogle is a 21 year old senior from Franklin,
win than anj^I've ever played lenge. We know how much it his home town. His plans for the pound tackle who is billed as an Pennsylvania. Fogle has seen lots of action for the Tigers
in his past two varsity seasons.
on."
will mean to beat them. They future include a few years of All-American. Rick McCurdy and
John
Flynn,
last
year's
starting
With these^rords Senior Bob have a great team but so do pro ball if he can make
the
Poole has dtgggibed the 1963 edi- we!"
grade. His career aspirations ends, guards Ed McQuarters and MEET TIGS
tion of the-g§|j|nson football Ti- Injuries have definitely hurt include a job on a college coach- Larry Vermillion, center David
gers.
the Tigers and Bob feels that the ing staff or a position with a Voiles, and halfack Virgil Bell.
There is depth in every position
Poole, a &%£, 215 lb. veteran loss of Sutton, Boyette, and Ruff- business firm.
end from Florence, Ala., has ner will certainly be felt by Poole feels that the Tiger's except quarter. Wilkinson will
been a starter for the Tigers the the Tigers but he added, "we strongest position is end. Bob choose his starting quarterback
past three years and is consider- have boys that can fill their po- and his terminal mates, Johnny from Tommy Pannell, Mike Ringed one of Prank Howard's most sitions and do as good a job." Case, Lou Pogle, and Dave er, or John Hammond, neither of
which has much varsity experdependable performers.
(Continued on Page 5)
Bob's major is in arts and
ience.
By KENNY SANDERS
son. Lou had been visiting other
Tiger Sports Writer
campuses, so he decided to visit
Although the Tiger's outlook
"'"hen Coach Howard's 1963 the Clemson campus. Lou stated
seems to have darkened with
the loss of George Sutton, John Clemson Tigers take the field that he does not know what made
Boyette, and Jim Ruffner for against Oklahoma, it will be the him decide on Clemson, but addthe year, Coach Howard has toughest schedule in Clemson ed that he was impressed by ths
replacements. Vic Allifi will history.
spirit of the students, as well as
be starting at tackle in place
Louis Bert Fogle, Jr., a twenty- with the people of Clemson.
of Boyette and Mack Mat- one year old senior from Frank- As a freshman, he roomed with
thews will replace Sutton at lin, Pennsylvania, has the diffi- Calvin West, and during this
halfback. Jimmy Bell will cult task of playing end
this year he obtained his first taste
take over signal calling chores year for the Clemson Tigers. Lou of Clemson football. His freshfor Ruffner. The starting elev- is six feet tall and weighs 215 man team had a record of four I
en will probably consist of Lou pounds.
victories and one loss. The loss
Fogle and Bob Poole at ends,
Lou was playing high school was to Georgia Tech, "but we
Vic Allifi and Jack Aaron at football when he first heard of will beat them this year!" Lou |
tackles, Tracy Childers, cap- Clemson. Lou first
noticed added quickly.
tain of the Tigers, and Billy Clemson when they accepted an
As for Lou's greatest moment, I
Weaver at guards, Ted Bun- invitation to the Bluebonnet
Lou
said it was in his sophomore)
ton at center, Jim Parker at Bowl in Houston, Texas, against
year
when he caught a pass I
quarterback, Hal Davis and a powerful team from the
Mack Matthews at halfbacks, Southwestern Conference. Tex- against Duke. As for his mostl
embarrassing moment, it wasl
and Pat Crain at fullback.
as Christian University was fa- when he missed his block and]
The Sooners are favorites, but vored, but that was all, Clem- allowed a North Carolina State |
the Tigers seem to always play son emerged victorious. Lou player to block a punt.
hard, tough ball when they're in stated that he was greatly impressed with one
particular
the role of an underdog.
Looking ahead, Lou
said,
player, that was Clemson half"There is only one team
back Bill Mathis. Mathis, who with a tougher
opener than
now plays for the New York us. That's Oklahoma."
After
Jets of the American Fotball graduation Lou, history
League, became one of Lou's major, would- like to continue
(Continued from Page 1)
playing football, or enter the
standing fraternity Of the year. idols.
Fogle
Finally the Greek Goddess is After completing his eligibility coaching profession.
chosen out of the eight girls In high school, Lou received about adds that he would prefer to
nominated by the separate fra- forty offers from colleges across stay at Clemson to coach, beternities.
the nation. Such schools as Penn- cause he likes working under
Wis- Coach Howard and the entire
In the early part of 1961, the sylvania State, Syracuse,
other coaching staff. If he can not j
administration of Clemson College cosin, Iowa, and many
do this he would return
to
suggested that the fraternities on large schools.
Pennsylvania and try coaching
Assistant
Coach
Don
Wade
was
campus form a governing body
to deal with the individual prob- the first to contact Lou for Clem- In high school.
lems of the fraternities. In the
school year 1961-1962 the Inter- TOUGH SCHEDULE TOO!
Fraternity Council was founded
and put into effect. It considered
to be the governing body of the
fraternities and represents them
to the administration. At the time
of the founding of the IFC, a constitution and by-laws were writEnd Bob Poole, a senior from Florence, Alabama, will be starting for his third straight var- ten. Since then, new laws have
sity season in tomorrow's opener at Norman against the Sooners. Photo by Laughead.
been written and will be put inwho are two of the roughest fresh-J
By NICK LEMPESIS,
to effect for the first time during
men ever. At the end position^
Tiger Sports Writer
this year," President Ralings
ENDURANCE COUNTS
It's no secret to anyone that will be Dick Bell, six five, 19
said.
knows anything about football pounds, and Donald Barnhill, si;
"The IFC's main functions are that the fortunes of any team de- feet, 195 pounds. Larry Keys, si;
to unite the fraternities in service pends upon two main factors. feet, 208 pounds, will be in thd
and socially, to coordinate the ac- Those factors are desire and tal- right guard spot and Bill Tidwelll
tivities of the fraternities, and to ent, in that order. The freshmen at six one 200 pounds will ba[
represent the the fraternities to football team at Clemson has both playing at right tackle. The sig|
the administration when the need of these this year.
nal caller for this year will
arises," he stated.
six feet,
18d
The front line average 211 Bob Williams,
pounds with six foot six center, pounds, and the halfbacks will bq
By ERNEST STALLWORTH courage, and guts. The boys on ACC last year and are looking
The Council is made up of an
Tiger Sports Writer
the team are looking forward to for a. better year this season. The over-all president, the eight frat- Keith Smith leading the skills Frank Liberatore, six feet, 18
with an enormous 250 pounds. pounds, and Tom Duley, five tenl
The Clemson cross county a good year with four meets first meet will be held on Sat. ernity presidents, and one' repre- Hell have plenty of help from 180 pounds. Running from the full!
sentative from each frater- the team captains, Dan Gunnels, back position will be Tony Smithl
team has already started kicking at Clemson and two In nearby morning, Oct. 5.
nity. From this, the officers of six feet, 190 pounds and Mike who stands six two and weigh 22f
its way toward the first meet. In Greenville. The nucleus of the
SCHEDULE:
the Council are selected. This Facclolo, six two, 217 pounds,
the early light of dawn and the
(Continued on Page 5)
team is built around lettermen:
Oct. 5 U.N.C. H
year's officers are; George Rawdusk of twilight six to eight conOct. 14 FURMAN
lings, president; Jack Neely, vice
scientious men could be seen John Evans, Jr.; E. J. Brown,
president; Allan Wood, secretoiling around the football field Jr.; Dave Moorhead, Sr.; and Oct. 18 N. C. State A.
tary; and E. T. Smith, treasuror running the long stadium. Now Ed Treese, Sr.; with Richard Oct. 26 Duke H
er. The Council meets weekly
that school has gotten under way Towns and Dennis Landrith com- Nov. 1 Wake Forest H
on Tuesday under the able leadthey will settle down to the five ing up as sophomores to help. Nov. 1 Wake Forest H
ership of Mr. Ed Florey resio'clock practice time. The four Dave Tarbox is also counted on. Nov. 5 State Meet Grv.
mile course demands endurance. Our boys finished fifth in the Nov. 11 A. C. C. meet Raleigh dence councilor of the school.

>»'

Clemson End Bob Poole
Hopes To Make Pro Ball

"Oklahoma Faces
Tougher Opener"

Tiger

IFC

Tig Cubs Growl
With Big Line

Cross Country Runners
Work Toward First Meet

Club Meetings Announced
If Reported By Tuesday
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A.C.C. Predictions Find Tigers On Top
U.S.C. IS DARK HORSE

STATES'S WOLFPACK SECOND

Five Teams To Vie For Second
fi, Joe Balles, and Wade Hall.

verini and back Ernie Arizi the
backfield
of the Terps should be
Sophomore newcomers to the
enough
to
overcome the Inexpervarsity who will take up the shack
ience
of
the
forward line.
when needed are fullback Bob
Swift, halfback Dantzler, Mauldin, Rounding out the first decision
and Sellers. Other outstanding should be the Duke Blue Devils.
players up from the frosh team The perennial three time winners
are Harry Jerald, Charlie Medow- of the conference were hard hit
craft, Rick Johnson, Lou Portas by graduation and therefore will
and Joe Waldrep.
be out of the running for the top
spot in the A.C.C. Only fullback
The Tiger will finish first mainMike Curtis, halfback Jay Wilkly because of experience and Jim erson and Billy Futrell and end
Parkers well-oiled right arm. Stay Crisson returning from the
They also have a strong running starting team. Coach Bill Murry
game balanced with a tight de- faces a big rebuilding assignment.
fense.
The fifth spot in the league
The second group of five teams will
belong to (alas!) the
include North Carolina, Maryland, Although only one starting
Duke, South Carolina, and N. C. Gamecocks of South Carolina,
Coach
State. North Carolina who fin- lineman is returning,
Bass could have the dark horse
ished with a 3-7 record last year
Reeves at quarterback, and
has 29 lettermen returning and
of the conference. Junior Dan
should finish second to the Tigers. three other Junior lettermen,
With Junior Edge at quarterback, Larry Gill, Marty Rosen, and
Ronnie Jackson and Roger Smith Pete Divenere, rounding out the
at half, Ken Willard at fullback, backfield forces, the chickens
and Bob Lacey, all A. C. C. at could pose a threat to the rest
end last year, Jim Hlckey's Tar- of the league.
heels will give all opponents a
rough time.
North Carolina State at the
Maryland, third choice in the sixth slot is also a favorite of
A.C.C. race, is short on exper- many to pull a few rabbits out
ience in the line, but has a po- of their helmets and wind up
tentially very dangerous back- first or second. Twenty-one refield. Dick Shiner, called by Tom turning lettermen give
Coach
Nugent "America's top quar- Edwards his strongest squad
terback", is one very good rea- since 1957. As with most of the
son why Maryland must be coun- other A.C.C. teams the backfield
ted on as a top threat. Counting has the makings of being the
the talents of tailback Len Chia- best around. Jim Rossi at quar-

By HOWIE FISHBEIN
Tiger Sports Writer
This year the Atlantic Coast
Conference can be divided Into
three divisions; one team clearly
stands out as the leader, five
teams can finish anywhere from
second to sixth and for sure two
teams will sweep up the basement. The team that stands helmets and shoulders pads over the
other seven A. C. C. teams is the
Tigers of Clemson.
Clemson has twenty-three returning lettermen who will be the
nucleus of this years team. Jim
Parker and Jimmy Bell, our returning quarterbacks, will lead
the Tigers offensively. At halfback, Mack Mathews, Hal Davis,
Jimmy Howard, and Billy Ward
are the lettermen who will do
most of our running game. With
Pat Crain and Charlie Dumas at
fullback, the backfield is completed with power and speed. A
backfield can be only as good as
the toward line, and Clemson's
toward wall should be quite adaquate with fourteen lettermen
coming back. The line will be
headed by Ted Bunton at center
with Bill Heiht, who red-shirted
last year right behind him. Clark
Goston, Walter Cox, Billy Weaver, and team captain Tracy Childress are all returning as guards
who have already earned a block
"C." The tackle positions will be
manned by Jack Aaron, Vick Alif-

Parker Fires Jumper

Parker's Arm To Be The Factor

terback, Tony Koszarsky and Joe
By FRED CLEAVES
Scarpati at halfback, and fullTiger Sports Editor
back Pete Fulzarani could give
the .other A. C. C. defensive lines The time has rolled around
again for the yearly A.C.C. foota rough ten weeks.
ball war to begin, and from this
Virginia and Wake Forest will viewpoint Clemson looks like she
battle it out to escape from the will battle her way to the chamcellar. Wake Forest with only 16 pionship. The Tigers have the
returning will probably
finish troops — they are strong in alahead of Virginia. Wally Bridwell most all positions — and the best
and Ralph Brandewiede will do field general around in Jim Parthe quarterbacking. He should ker. Parker will spearhead the
bring a few victories to the Dea- air offensive along with Case,
Poole, Fogle, and Brown. Just to
cons who were 0-10 last year.
keep the enemy honest, a fast
Virginia, with 18 returning let- ground attack with Davis, Matthtermen will not be much better ews, Sellers, and Ward, can be
off than Wake Forest. Coach Bill used. Or Parker can call on the
Elias is depending heavily on heavy artillery of Crain, Swift,
halfback Terry Sieg to carry the and Dumas. The front will be
load of the running for the Ca- manned by such stalwarts as
vilers. The rest of the backfield Aaro, Aliffi, Childers, Weaver,
is relatively inexperienced and Cox, Gaston, Bunton, and Hecht.
along with their forward wall, The Tiger offensive wiE depend
Virginia will not do as well as on the health of Parker, however.
Barring injury to the senior
last years 5-5 record.
quarterback, the Clemson team
A.C.C. PREDICTIONS
should roll up victories fast
within the A. C. C.
1. Clemson
Playing a "hunch", I'm going
2. North Carolina
with N. C. State to nab second
3. Maryland
spot in the conference. State
4. Duke
has always had a hard hitting
5. South Carolina
front line, and this year they
will be stronger than ever there
6. North Carolina State
with all-conference end Don
7. Wake Forest
Montgomery and all-conference
8. Virginia
guard Bill Sullivan anchoring
the first unit. The Wolfpack has
a total of 21 returning lettermen
dispersed two to a position except at right guard. The now
famous "maffia" backfield at
(Continued from Page 4)
State is led by little Jim Rosi
Brown heartily agree with this at quarterback. Teaming with
statement.
Rossi will be fullback Pete FalWhen asked about the back- zarano, halfbacks Tony Koszarfield, Bob said in reply, that sky and Joe Scarpati. With all
this experience and a break or
Pat Crain, Bob Swift, and Char- two, Earle Edwards could have
lie Dumas should all be named his best team since his conferbefore the year was over. He
added that if Dumas's leg
healed properly Charlie would
become almost twice as effective as he is now.

CLEMSON

ence champions of 1957.
Duke, champs for the past three
years, will finally relenquish the
title. The Blue Devils were too
hard hit by graduation in the line
to come up with a team like they
have had in the recent past..Duke
has back, however, the leading
pass receiver for the past two
seasons in senior end Stan Crisson. Also back will be sophomore
sensation fullback Mike Curtis.
Jay Wilkinson and Billy Futrell
will head up a fine list of halfbacks for the Blue Dukes. Right
behind the Blue Devils will be
U.N.C. The Tar Heels have an
amazing 29 letterman returning.
Heading the list will be their allAmerican candidate end Bob Lacey. Their last years all-conference fullback, junior Ken Willard,
will probably be running at halfback the year. Coach Jim Hickey
has moved fulback Eddie Kesler
up to run alongside of Willard.
Having two big fullbacks in the
same backfield along with quarterback Junior Edge has given
the Tar Heel's rivals a sneaking
suspicion that coach Hickey will
be running a pro-type offense
modeled after Green Bay. Quarterback Edge ranked second in
the conference in passing last
year.
Maryland has 18 lettermen returning; the most impressive of
them will be in the backfield.
Their AU-American candidate,
Dick Shiner, will be back for
his senior year. He led the
A.C.C. in passing and total offense last year with 121 completions and 1426 yards. Also
back for another year in Nugent's "I" formation backfield
will be Ernie Arizzi and Len
Chiaverini. Chiaverini led the
conference in rushing last season
with 602 yards. The Terp line is

a different matter,
however.
Only veteran center Gene Feher will give the Maryland line
much experience. Three good
tackles
graduated,
leaving
coach Nugent a problem of
sorts. And the guard position is
no better off. As the Maryland
line gains experience during the
season, they could really get
tough. They have the backs to
move the ball.
South Carolina is considered a
dark-horse by many. They have a
fine, to say the least, quarterback
in Dan Reeves. He gained 1,401
yards last year; more than any
other sophomore ever has • in
A.C.C. history. He also tied for
the conference scoring lead with
50 points and in T.D. passes with
7. Only Tom Gibson, who started
all 10 games at right guard last
year, is returning from last season's first team line. Coach Marvin Bass will have a tough job
replacing six of his forward wall
starters who are gone.
The next two teams, Virginia
and Wake Forest, should have
quite a battle for the cellar. Virginia coach Bill Elias has 17 lettermen returning. Guard looks
like the strongest spot with three
lettermen and 260 pound sophomore Don Parker making up the
first two teams. Best of the backs
looks like senior halfback Terry
Sieg, who averaged 5.0 yards a
carry last year. With last year's
quarterback, Gary Cuozo, gone,
Virginia's style of play will stidk
closer to the ground. Cuozo was
third in passing within league
play last year. Only 16 lettermen return at Wake Forest. This
may be better than it sounds for
the Deacons; at least most of
last year's team with a 0-10 record is gone. Eight of the returning lettermen are figured to be

starters this fall. A transfer quarterback, Karl Sweetan, who was
figuring to be the Deacon's starting signal caller, suffered a broken hand in practice last week and
will miss at least the first half of
the season, clouding Coach Billy
Hildebrand's chances for a successful season even more.
Clemson's schedule is really
rougher than it looks. The Tigers
must play both the Duke Blue
Devils and the North Carolina Tar
Heels on the road. The Tigers also play the Gamecocks in Columbia this year. But when the last
whistle blows, Clemson's Tigers
should be at the top of the heap.
A.C.C. PREDICTIONS
1. Clemson
2. North Carolina State
3. Duke
4. North Carolina
5. Maryland
6. South Carolina
7. Virginia
8. Wake Forest

PR's Perform
Clemson College's Pershing Rifles performed for Westminster Apple Blossom Festival last Friday. Cadet Captain John Fernandez, P/R
led his company through the
complex movements and climaxed the preformance with
a shocking simultaneous gun
salute.
Earlier that afternoon the
P/R's drilled in the Apple
Blossom Parade in downtown
Westminster before a very
receptive crowd.
The next drill preformance
is tentavely scheduled for
Clemson's Homecoming game,
November 16.

"Let's Cut Him Off At The Pass, Gang

Ml

He said, "All In all I think we
are in for a great season and a
bowl game." This writer and
every Clemson fan will drink to
that.

TIGS
(Continued from Page 4)
pounds. The average weight of
the backfield is 190 pounds.
Coach McMillan stated last
week that the men on his team
have pledged themselves to sacrifice anything necessary to insure a successful season. He said,
"No matter what the odds are
between any two teams, if the
smaller of the teams has the desire and spirit to win, the odds
mean nothing. My men have that
desire and spirit."
He also stated that the men
have been talking in terms of an
undefeated season. After their
fine showing last Saturday, this
is not beyond their grasp.
The Tigers open up against
Wake Forest at Clemson and from
here journey to Athens, Georgia,
to play the Bullpups. After the
Georgia game the Cubs play Duke
at Durham and then return home
Senior quarterback Jim Parker shows his form in game-like scrimmage held last Saturday. to play South Carolina and GeorPhoto by Lank.
gia Tech.

The grounds were damp but the enthusiasm was high when the Tigers ran through their last game condition practice session
last Saturday. Photo by Lank.

We Pick 'Em
Cleaves

Linn

Carros

Polmatler

Rat. Walker

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Ala.

Clemson

Ala.

Ala.

Ala.

Ala.

Ala.

Ala.

William & Mary

Citadel

So. Car.

So. Car

Army

Army

Army

Army

Army

Army

TCU

Kansas

TCU

TCU

TCU

N. C. St.

Mary.

Clemson ovtr Oklahoma
Alabama over Georgia
William ft Mary over The Citadel
Duke over South Cerollna
Army over Boston University
Kansas over TCU
N. C. State over Maryland

Mary

Citadel

Northwestern over Missouri

Citadel

Army

Mary

North

North Carolina over Virginia
Pittsburgh over UCLA

UCLA

UCLA

UCLA

Washington over Air Force

Wash.

Wash.

Wash.

Wash.

Wash.

Wash.

So. Cal.

So. Cal.

So. Cal.

So. Cal.

So. Cal.

Southern Cil over Colorado
Miami over Florida State

Miami

Miami

Miami

Miami

Vanderbilt over Furman

Miami

Vandy

Vandy

Vandy

Vandy

Vandy

Vandy

LSU

LSU

LSU

Texas A«M

LSU

LSU

LSU

Navy

Navy

Navy

Navy

Navy

Navy
Penn St.

LSU over Texas A&M
Navy over West Virginia

Navy

Penn State over Oregon

Penn St.

Penn. St.

Penn. St.

Oregon

Kent

Kent

Kent

Kent

Kentucky over VPI
VMI over George Washington

VMI

East Carolina ever Wake Forest

W. For.

for your
ALTERATIONS
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&

VMI
W.

For.

Geo. Wash.

VMI

W. For.

W. For.

VMI

Vandy

VMI
W. For.

W. For.

for your clothing
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needs — Shop

"THE SPORTSMAN'S CENTER"
CLEMSON HIGHWAY — SENECA

LAUNDRY
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DIXIE CLEANERS
Downtown

Clemson

-ABBOtfS'
MEMS
Clemson

SHOP
Seneca

76 Years of Dependable Service

LUNNEY'S DRUG STORE
Dave M. Garrison
Dial 882-2381

Seneca, S. C.

MENNEN SPRAY DEODORANT. Best deodorant a man can use. For
two good man's reasons.
1. Mennen Spray gets through to the skin where a man perspires.

Support Your Advertiisers

2. Mennen Spray is concentrated. Delivers three times the antiperspirant power of any other leading men's deodorant.
Mennen Spray Deodorant... in the handy squeeze bpttle. Try it. ©
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All Right--Whose Squad Went To Dan's?

NATIONAL SCENE

Boast Speakers

Rabid Reds Still Raise Ruckus
World War H must be carried out
W. J. BRIAN DORN
—Conbressman S. C.-D.
by Russia before any joint
The greatest issue before the agreements. The Berlin Wall
American people today is one of
survival. The greatest single prob- should come down and Russian
lem in the free world today is troops should be withdrawn
the one of survival. We must from Cuba. With these manifesbear constantly in mind that the tations of good faith, then it
leopard has not changed his spots. might be possible to enter into
Communism still poses the great- agreements with Soviet Russia.
est threat of our time. The Com- We must and can put Russia on
munist nations of the world are the defense with a constant demore powerful than all of our mand for freedom for the capenemies in World War I and n tive nations, for an end to RusCombined. The Communists still sian colonialism, and for an end
Red Chinese barbarity and
Tjeek to dominate and conquer the to
aggression.
*ntire world by open conquest or
By subversion. Communist dogma Let me remind you, my fellow
still calls for lying, cheating, countrymen, that much of the
stealing, and murder if it will ad- world's trouble today is because
vance the cause of communism. we have made agreements in the
They believe that man is no more past with Stalin and various comthan gravel or mortar or stone. munist dictators. Recognition of
They do not believe in God. They Soviet Russia in 1933 turned out
feel that an individual is as sand to be a means whereby the Soviets
or granite to be used by the state could more easily infiltrate the
for the advancement of the state Unite! States and the Western
and the personal glory of its World. Soviet agreements with
readers. They will sign treaties; the infamous Hitler contributed
they will smile; they will shake directly to World War H and the
hands; and they will co-exist if barbarous partition of Poland. It
it advances the cause of commun- is my firm belief that World War
ism. They initiated the Test Ban m will begin in th« Par East. It
Treaty because they believe it will begin by a Chinese attack on
will advance the cause of world Formosa, Hong Kong, South
communism and further their am- Korea, Malaya, or India and posbition to conquer the world. They sibly on all of these'fronts simulbelieve this Test Ban Treaty will taneously. If through test ban
lead to a non-aggression pact be- agreements and so-called coexistween the Warsaw Pact and the tence with the United States
NATO Alliance. They know that Khrushchev can neutralize the
such a non-aggression pact will United States, China will have a
seal forever the doom of the cap- free hand. Worse still, the United
tive nations—tens of millions of States may be drawn into a war
people who long to be free in Po- with China while Russia remains
land, East Germany, Czecho- neutral. If through agreements
slovakia, Hungary, Rumania and we commit ourselves to refrain
from the use of nuclear power,
throughout Central Europe.
They know that a Test Ban then we will be giving the great
Treaty will lead to permanent land armies of China a great adrecognition of a Berlin Wall divid- vantage while Russia grows
ing that city and shutting off for- stronger on the sidelines. The
ever the hope of freedom from only hope of the free world is
ihe captive nations of Central for the United States to accelerate
Europe. They are hoping that by rather than curb its nuclear
this Test Ban Treaty the spotlight superiority, its scientific knowef world opinion will be taken how, and its technological adfrom the Berlin Wall, Laos, Cam- vancement. Cuba is the Formosa
bodia, Viet Nam, and the Congo. of the Atlantic. Cuba controls and
I do not believe we can coexist dominates the Panama Canal and
with Communism. We can not the sea lanes of the Caribbean,
serve God and man. Before any the Western Atlantic, and the
treaty is signed with the Soviet Eastern Pacific. Cuba is the
Union, they should demonstrate southern point of a communist
their good faith by living up to pincer aimed at the industrial
the solemn treaties and agree- heart of the United States. It is
ments already signed. They a sanctuary from which saboshould first keep their pledge to teurs and agents pour constantly
give Poland and Hungary their into South and Central America
freedom. All of the Nations of to further the cause of world comCentral Europe should be permit- munism and crush the United
ted to vote in open free elections. States in its own back yard. It
The principles we fought for in appears tha the Cuban crisis has

FLYING HIGH

Coeds Party
With Angles
The Flying Tiger Angel Flight
of the Arnold Air Society entertained 24 upper division coeds
in the A Lounge last Wednes
day. Angel Flight Commander,
Sandy Cochran, said "this informal party is the first of two
coke parties to be held by the
Angels to meet coeds interested in becoming Angel Flight
Members." The next party will
be held Monday the 23rd for
freshman girls and new coeds
at 4:30 p. m.

MISS SANDY COCHRAN
Angel Flight Commander

THIS
(Continued from Page 1)
quizzes during the week before
exams. Last year a bill was
passed concerning this, and now
no professor may give a test
during this period without the
majority consent of his class,
unless it is the final exam.
Although the Student Senate
has only been in existence for
three years, it has a much longer history. From 1954-1955 until 1959-60 it was known as the
Student Assembly, at which
time it was renamed. The
change of name went with a
general realignment of the principles and procedures of the organization.
Today the Student Senate exists only for the betterment
of the school and the Student
Body as a whole. With your
help and interest the Senate
feels that Clemson could be not
just good, but could take its
place among the great schools.

CLEMSON
Playmate Nitee
English Leather
Clemson Jackets
Military Shoes
and Socks

SLOAN'S
MEN'S STORE

The initial party was high
lighted by serving cake in honor
of the United States Air Force
birthday. September 18th marked the 16th anniversary of the
Air Force which was founded
in 1947 by order of President
Harry S. Truman. Through
dynamic global capability the
Air Force today is the backbone of our national defense.
Last year the Angel Flight
was organized at Clemson by
the W. J. Stamey Squadron of
the Arnold Air Society. The Angel Flight is a nationally affiliated auxiliary of the Arnold Air
Society with membership composed of qualified undergraduate Clemson coeds. The first
Angel Flight was founded at the
University of Omaha in 1952.
The girls will have uniforms of
blue and white.
Looking toward the future the
Angel Flight expects to take
field trips, including sending a
representative to the Arnold Air
Society Conclave at Denver this
spring. The girls also act as
hostess at any AFROTC social
function and meet visiting dignitaries.

been swept - under the rug. The
chief topic of conversation two
months ago in the South of the
United States was the danger of
Red Cuba. Now it is demonstrations and the Test Ban Agreement. Yes, Cuba has been swept
under the rug; but Cuba in Communist hands still poses the
greatest threat to the security of
this country in all of its history.
Russian soldiers, technicians,
and agents are still in Cuba in
great numbers.
The Monroe Doctrine must be
revived. It must include subversion and sabotage. We cannot permanently exist with a Communist
Cuba. This Communist cancer must be eliminated from the
most vital area of the West. We
should immediately prevent our
allies from trading with Cuba.
The recipients of our foreign aid
are still pouring vital goods, strategic materials, and even armament into Cuba. They are making it easy for Khrushchev to
maintain armed might in Cuba
and build up the Cuban armed
forces. We can treble the drain
on Communist Russia by forbidding our allies to trade with Castro. The United States can and
should encourage The Organization of American States to forbid
anyone from coming into their
respective Republics from Cuba.
South and Central American Republics are receiving our aid to
fight communism. They can help
us fight communism by sealing
off Cuba. They can help by preventing anyone to come to their
shores from the island. It is time
for a get-tough policy with Castro.
The United States must maintain a high skilled, mobile, and
powerful United States Army. We
must control the Seven Seas of
the World with sufficient naval
might. We must control the skies
and space beyond this earth. Our
space program is essential to the
survival of our way of life. Its
cost is a part of the price we
must pay for freedom. The nation
that controls space can possibly
control the weather through controlling air and sea currents
around the earth.

;..
The leadership of the Army ROTC for 1963-64 are (left to right) Cadet Lt. Michael A. Prater,
Cadet Major David A. Mauny, Cadet Major Michael F. Dawes, Cadet Major Leonard J. Hasty,
Cadet Major John W. Miley, and Cadet Major Robert D. Walden. Standing in the foreground
is Cadet Col. Walter T. Cox, Jr. (Photo by Lank)

S.A.M. Says Ya'll Come
Clemson's Society for Advancement of Management,
known around campus as S.
A. M., once again would like
to invite all students interested
in management, regardless of
their majors, to attend S. A.
M.'s up coming meetings this
year. S. A. M. meets the second and fourth Tuesday of every
month at 7:30 P. M. All students are welcome to the first
meeting to be held this coming
Tuesday night at 7:30 in Sirrine Hall. The meeting will
feature Kenneth Scarlett, immediate past president of the
Senior Chapter of S. A. M. in
Greenville, as speaker. Mr.
Scarlett spoke at a dinner meeting last March S. A. M. held
at the Clemson House where he
impressed Clemson Student
Chapter with his up-to-date
views on the rapid changing
management field.
Other events held during the
year will be: October 8—A discussion on securities and investments by James Gallivan, in-

vestment
consultant
from
Greenville. Mr. Gallivan was a
participant in S. A. M.'s career
day of last March. Because of
his extreme popularity among
the students who attended career day last year, Mr. Gallivan has been invited back to
give a down-to-earth talk on the
investment field. Students will
be able to ask any questions on
securities they wish. October
22—A labor-management conference (or heated debate) with
representatives from labor and
management. November 12—
Career Day program consisting
of about 20 experts from dif-

ferent business fields who will
provide an insight into their
particular field. In December
a club banquet is planned.
Besides regular meetings, S.
A. M. also goes on field trips
visiting industry to see what
working conditions are like.
Last year a few of the field trips
consisted of visits to the Ford,
Buick, Buick-Olds-Pontiac, and
Lockheed plants in Atlanta,
Georgia; and the Jantzen clothing and the Dunlop Tire and
Rubber companies in Seneca.
Don't forget the first meeting
this Tuesday, September 24 in
Sirrine Hall at 7:30 P. M.

Anything That Goes Up. . .

Religion In Lectures
By FRED BYRD
Student Chaplain
On practiolSy every college
campus, we can find the devoted
efforts of clergy and other college workers who help to make
colleges places where Christianity
can be admired and practiced.
There is an important truth which
must not be overlooked at this
point and the Church is aided in
its effort to strengthen the religious lives of students by the professors and their academic subjects. We can mature by the inspiration of a course in literature
or by the mysteries of science.
The college studies can awaken
us to the deep problems of mankind and arouse our senses of the
need to dig deeply for their solutions. A new importance is being
placed on the part that the faculty
may play in the religious life of
the college community.
This does not mean that a professor must twist mathematics
around into some: sort of Christian
pattern or slant history to make
it an argument in favor of the
church. But he is looked upon
with respect, and his life and personal convictions have more influence on student opinion than he
probably realizes. His opportunity
to witness as one who can be
both a scholar and believer is
great. There are fascinating questions to be explored in his own
field. Does psychology help us to
understand sin and redemption?
Does Biblical history fit in with
ancient history? Can philosophy
help us understand the nature of

ROTC SHOES

$6.50
SOX

55c - 59c - 89c
BRASSO - BLITZ

The preferred choice among the
students continues a trend set in
past years in which nearly half
the student body selects some
branch of engineering. This year
the percentage of selection is
nearly 48, while last year it was
slightly above that figure.

*

Other preferences are: arts and
sciences with about 23 per cent;
industrial management and textile science, nearly 12 per cent;
agriculture, 10.5 per cent; and
architecture about seven per cent.

This sky diver has almost completed another jump. The
Dixie Sky Divers will soon be following him down. (Photo
Tri-State)

Chutists Strive For Safety
The Dixie Sky Divers are looking forward to another season
with great anticipation for fun
with safety for its old and expected new members.

brought back with them this
year further advancements and
some new methods for promoting safety in sport parachute
jumping.

Although the club as a unit
did not jump during the summer, members and instructors
took the opportunity of jumping
with and studying the operation
of other clubs. About twentythree different organizations,
many nationally known, from
Alabama, Georgia, New Jersey,
New York, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Tennessee and
Washington, D. C. played host
to inquiring members searching
for tips that might improve the
club in any way. They have

The vast amount of experience that the Dixie members
possess will be used to its fullest during the operation of training class and student jumping.
Dixie's instructors feel that
their special efforts will assure
safety in training and jumping
to all who wish to participate
in the sport. The Dixie Sky
Divers welcome all who are interested in the club.
The next meeting will be Tuesday, September 24, at 7:00 in
the Y. M. C. A.

Three schools registered preference gain while agriculture did
better last year with more than
12 per cent of the new enrollment
and architecture and building construction had eight and a half per
cent.
Kenneth N. Vickery, director of
admissions and registration, reports 618 students have chosen
engineering courses as follows:
Engineering (unspecified) 186,
electrical, 135; mechanical, 100;
civil, 95; chemical, 53; ceramic,
24; industrial, 23; industrial education and metallurgical engineering, one each.
Breakdown on choice in arts
and sciences shows:
Arts and sciences, 131, pre-medicine, 73; chemistry, 41; applied
mathematics, 39; physics, 17.
Other choices were recorded as
follows:
Industrial management and textile science: industrial management, 94; textile management, 28;
textiles, 16; textile chemistry, 10;
textile science, two.
Agriculture: forestry, 33; agriculture, 32; pre-veterinary, 25;
agricultural engineering, 19; biology, 7; dairy science, 6; agronomy and horticulture, four each;
science, three; agricultural economics, food technology and poultry science, one each.
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Toomey, a native of Massachusetts, is a graduate of Harvard
University and earned graduate
degrees at Boston University and,
Columbia University. In 1951 he
was named an administrative assistant at Roosevelt Hospital, New
York City, and the next year became director of the North Country Hospitals at Gouyerheur,
N. Y. He came to the Greenville
General Hospital as assistant director in January 1953 and the
following October was appointed
to his present position.
Brown Mahon, who received the
honorary degree of doctor of laws
from Clemson last June, is a native of Williamston and graduate
of Greenville Central High School.
He rose from office boy to vice
president and assistant treasurer
of Judson Mills at Greenville, going on to various responsible positions with the American Enka
Corp., Dunean Mills, Watts Mills,
Aragon Baldwin Mills, Victor;
Monaghan Co. and the J. P. Stev*
ens & Co. from which he retired!
as vice president last March.
Fitts was born at Beaufort and
attended the University of South
Carolina for two years. His government service includes duty in
the U. S. Army Air Corps and
employment with the U. S. Forestry Service, the Corps of Engineers
and the Air Force as production
control specialist. In 1946, using
the sand casting process, he started Colonial Metal Letters, an
aluminum letter business in Columbia In 1950 the company
merged with another local sign
firm to form Colonial-Hites Co.,
considered to be the most diversified sign letter fabricator in the
nation.
Seim is a graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
with the B.S. and M.S. degrees
in mechanical engineering and
the M.S. degree in industrial management. He joined the Westinghouse Electric organization in
1945 as an engineer with Bryant
Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn.,
moving to Hampton as plant manager in 1953. He was named general manager of the X-ray and
Industrial Electronics division at
Baltimore, Md., in 1960 and in
January 1962 returned to the
Hampton plant as general manager.

Courses of study in engineering A total of 78 students elected
dominate the preference of the architecture and 11 selected the
more than 1,400 new students qual- building construction option in arified for admission to Clemson chitecture.
College in September.

ROTC Go SAME
Clemson College's chapter of
The Society of American Military Engineers (SAME) will
hold its first meeting on Tuesday, September 24 at 7:30 p.
m. in the basement of the Geology Building. The program
will include a brief introduction
of the club to prospective members and the showing of two engineer films: (1) Fighters and
Builders in color depicting the
many fields of endeavor of the
Corps of Engineers and tracing
Engineer advances since the
Revolutionary War (2) Engineers in Combat portraying the
significant role of the Corps
of Engineers during World War
II.
The Clemson College Chap
ter is open to all students currently enrolled in Army or Air
Force ROTC or to any student
pursuing an engineering cur
riculum who is not enrolled in
ROTC. SAME offers many advantages to its members including films and speakers on
any desired subjects, several
interesting field trips, and a
year's subscription to The Military Engineer, one of the na
tion's leading engineering mag:
azines.
We hope to see a large turnout at this first meeting. Our
chapter, hard hit by graduation,
needs many new members to
make it once again one of
Clemson's top organizations. See
you at 7:30 Tuesday, September
24.

Six speakers outstanding in the
fields of business, industry,
banking and public service will
lead the eighth annual Industrial Management Seminars at
Clemson College for the acacdemic year 1963-64.
Dr. Wallace D. Trevillian, dean
of the School of Industrial Management and Textile Science, has
announced the series will open 2
p.m. Oct. 10 in Sirrine Hall auditorium with George M. Williams,
assistant vice president of the
Southern Railway System, Washington, D. C. Professor C. V.
Wray, seminar series chairman,
will introduce the featured guest.
He will be followed in the first
semester by A. B. Robertson,
president of Crawford ar.d Co.,
Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 31; and R. E.
Toomey, director of the General
Hospital, Greenville, Dec. 12.
Second speakers, with dates yet
to be set, will be Brown Mahon,
chairman of the board of directors,
Carolina Federal Savings and
Loan Association, Greenville; J.
E. Fitts, president of ColonialHites Co., Columbia; and E. H.
Seim, general manager of Micarta division, the Westinghouse
Electric Corp., Hampton.
Successful businessmen and industrialists, expounding views
from their wealth of experience,
have participated in this Clemson
seminar program since 1955.
It will be homecoming for Williams who graduated from Clemson in 1939 with the B.S. degree
in chemistry; twelve years later
he graduated from the Harvard
Business School with the master's
degree in business administration.
Before joining the Southern as assistant to the treasurer in 1957,
he had accumulated wide exper*
ience as investment analyst and
manager with the Gulf Oil Corp.
and the Royal Globe Insurance
Group.
Robertson, a graduate of Mercer University and the Atlanta
Law School, served 21 years with
the Travelers Insurance Company's Atlanta branch claim department. He was mayor and
judge of the police court of Decatur, Ga., for 10 years. He joined
Crawford and Co., Atlanta insurance adjusters in 1950, serving as
executive vice president until
elected president early this year.

Perferred Choice

God? Does Shakespeare help us
understand the Christian view of
a man?
A thousand questions arise for
the Christian student from every
page he studies. I pray that all
colleges will become more and
more aware of the necessity of
letting us deal with these questions during college careers.
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